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Available online 21 October 2016AbstractRecently, approaches utilizing spatial-temporal features to form Bag-of-Words (BoWs) models have achieved great success due to their
simplicity and effectiveness. But they still have difficulties when distinguishing between actions with high inter-ambiguity. The main reason is
that they describe actions by orderless bag of features, and ignore the spatial and temporal structure information of visual words. In order to
improve classification performance, we present a novel approach called sequential Bag-of-Words. It captures temporal sequential structure by
segmenting the entire action into sub-actions. Meanwhile, we pay more attention to the distinguishing parts of an action by classifying sub-
actions separately, which is then employed to vote for the final result. Extensive experiments are conducted on challenging datasets and real
scenes to evaluate our method. Concretely, we compare our results to some state-of-the-art classification approaches and confirm the advantages
of our approach to distinguish similar actions. Results show that our approach is robust and outperforms most existing BoWs based classification
approaches, especially on complex datasets with interactive activities, cluttered backgrounds and inter-class action ambiguities.
Copyright © 2016, Chongqing University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Human action classification is an important research topic
in the fields of computer vision and pattern recognition. It is a
growing challenging problem and well worth studying in the
task of automatically analyzing and interpreting video data in
computer vision and image analysis. It is of significant use in
many applications, such as intelligent surveillance, content-
based video retrieval and humanecomputer interaction. As a
hot but difficult problem in the field of computer vision, action
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class and inter-class variations, body occlusion, camera
movement, environment changing, etc. In action recognition,
the performance is frequently susceptible to interference under
background changes, variable illumination, camera motion
and zooming, and intra-class inhomogeneity or variability. To
alleviate these difficult circumstance, discriminative de-
scriptors are of vital importance. These video descriptors are
invariant to the variability disturbed by the multiple noise such
as distortions, occlusions and so on. In addition, they need yet
to encode the spatio-temporal information effectively and
robustly. One of the most difficult problems is to distinguish
between actions with high inter-ambiguities. Regarding an
action as a connection of sub-actions, some action classes
consist of similar sub-actions, which greatly increase the dif-
ficulty of classification (Fig. 3).
Recent work in action recognition are generally divided
into four categories:d hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
Fig. 1. Sub-sections and sub-actions. Each section is called a sub-action. The ith sub-actions of all actions compose the ith sub-section.
Fig. 2. Different levels of actions, from left to right are “sub-action”, “action primitive”, “action”, “activity”. They are separated by their complexities.
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 Optical flow [23,24];
 Trajectory [11,12,19];
 Local STIPs [4,14].
For instance, Blank et al. [2] treat human actions as 3D
shapes induced by the sihouettes in the space-time volume.
Efros et al. [5] utilize cross-correlation between optical flow
descriptors. Ali et al. [1] apply the trajectories of feet, hand
and body into the action recognition framework.Generally, the first three categories are the global repre-
sentation methods which rely on the recording circumstances
frequently. Meanwhile, as for the last category, Dollar et al. [4]
and Leptev et al. [9] concentrate on the local representations of
STIPs in the video sequences. In Dollar et al. [4] developed a
detector which applied linear 2D Gaussian kernel in the spatial
dimensions and 1D Gabor filter in the temporal dimension.
The local regions around STIPs are depicted by the proposed
descriptors. At last the video sequences are encoded as the
frequency histogram of the visual-words. In [9], the Harris
Fig. 3. Examples of two confusing actions: “shaking” and “pushing”. Segmenting them into 5 sections, the former sections are nearly the same. This leads to large
ambiguity between their BoWs histograms. But if we focus on the salient parts of the actions, the classification would be much easier.
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are located using extended Harris detector. The resulting
points could be regarded as spatio-temporal corners.
Although BoWs model is popular, it has an essential
drawback of only focusing on the number of words but
ignoring the spatial-temporal information, which results in
ambiguity between different classes of actions. For example,
some similar sub-actions happen at different relative period of
time, such as standing up at the beginning of an action or at the
end. BoWs model is incapable to distinguish them. Moreover,
BoWs model handles all the visual words equally, therefore
does not lay emphases on the most distinguish parts. The
higher proportion of similar sub-actions between classes, the
more difficult for classification procedure using original
BoWs. Hence, introducing temporal series of BoWs model is
of great importance and necessity.
Dollar et al. [4] present the gradient descriptor of STIPs
(Spatial-Temporal Interest Points), which obtain better perfor-
mance compared with other descriptors such as optical flow
descriptor, brightness descriptor in their experiments. First, the
spatial-temporal cuboids were smoothed in different scales and
the image gradients are calculated. Next, the obtained gradient
values were connected as the gradient vectors, and the vectors
were projected to the lower dimensional space through the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and finally we got these
lower dimensional vectors representation for further applications.
Laptev et al. [10] apply the Histogram of Oriented Gradi-
ents (HOG) as the STIPs descriptor. By using HOG descriptor,
local object shape and appearance were able to becharacterized through the local intensity gradients. Generally,
there were two steps in the feature description:
1. The cuboids were divided into small space-time regions;
2. The local 1D-histogram of gradient directions over the
pixels for each region were accumulated.
Furthermore, Laptev also combined the Histogram of Op-
tical Flow (HOF) and HOG to form a new descriptor, called
HOG-HOF, which outperformed each separate method.
Scovanner et al. [21] proposed the 3-Dimensional Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (3D SIFT) descriptor, which
accurately captured the spatio-temporal nature of the video
sequences and extended the BoW paradigm from 2D to 3D,
where the third dimension was time axis. In 3D SIFT
descriptor [21]; the gradient magnitude and orientation were
represented by m3D(x,y,t), q(x,y,t) and f(x,y,t). By this means,
every angle had been represented by a single unique (q,f) and
each pixel had two values which represented the direction of
the gradient in three dimensions. Finally, the orientations were
concatenated into a histogram for each 3D sub-region, and the
sub-histograms were formed as the desired descriptor.
Zhao et al. [16,22] developed the Local Binary Pattern on
Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP). Delightedly, LBP-TOP
had been applied for dynamic texture description and recogni-
tion successfully and had obtained good results on facial
expression analysis. The proposed algorithm extracted the LBP
[15] from three orthogonal XY, XT, XT planes. In this manner, on
one hand the spatial information were encoded in XY plane. On
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were encoded in XT and YT planes. Shao et al. [13] proposed to
extend the computation of LBP and computed histogramming
LBP [7] named Extended LBP-TOP and Extended CSLBP-
TOP, respectively. The presented methods could extract more
dynamic information inside the spatio-temporal cuboids and be
applied on the gradient cuboids.
However, only a small part of previous works focus on
capturing visual words' temporal relationships. In some ap-
proaches [8,12,20]; spatial-temporal correlations of local fea-
tures were learned as neighborhoods or correlograms to
capture the visual words' spatial-temporal relationships. While
these approaches are still too local to capture long-term rela-
tionship between words. Other works [11,23,24] counted the
co-occurrence between words, but they limited the scope
within a small period of time. Recently Ryoo [17] represented
an activity as an integral histogram of spatial-temporal fea-
tures, efficiently modeling how feature distributions change
over time, but it could not deal with ambiguities between
classes which have similar sub-actions at same relative time.
Glaser et al. [6] incorporated temporal context in BoWs
models to capture the contextual sequence between words but
it still could not focus on the distinctive parts of the actions.
Instead of directly including time information in visual
words, we take account of time dimension by segmenting the
entire action into small sections. Each section is called a sub-
action. The ith sub-actions of all actions compose the ith sub-
section, as shown in Fig. 1.
Then sequential BoWsmodel is used for video representation,
the classification is described as a series of sub-classes classifi-
cation problems. In this way, we can apply our approach to
original BoWs and spatial-improved BoWs, such as approaches
in our previous works [11,24]. Satkin et al. [19] extracted the
most discriminative portion of a video for training according to
the accuracy of a trained classifier. Inspired by this, the
discriminative parts of the action is emphasised by assigning
them high weights and salience values. The weight indicates the
probability of a sub-action belonging to a certain class and the
salience means how much a sub-section is distinguished from
others. Then the effect of similar sub-actions is minimized, sowe
can focus on the difference between classes (salient parts in
Fig. 3).On the one hand, if similar sub-actions happen at different
relative time, they will be in different sub-section and classified
separately. On the other hand, if they can not be separated, then
low salience values are given to them to reduce their influence.
Finally, sub-actions are classified separately and the results will
be gathered together through voting. The experiments are
implemented on UT-interaction dataset and a more challenging
Rochester dataset. The results show our approach can achieve
robust and accuracy beyond most related approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the reason for using sub-actions and illustrate the
framework of our approach. Section 3 and Section 4 describe
the segmentation and classification approach respectively. In
Section 5, we conduct experiments on UT-Interaction and
Rochester datasets and compare our approach with other BoWs
based approaches. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.2. The proposed framework
As shown in Fig. 2, human movement can be described at
various levels of complexities [16]. Usually, an activity refers a
whole expression of a series of actions such as “play tennis”. An
action is the element of activity such as “running” or “jumping”.
It is often short and represents less motion information. As for
action primitive, it is a very short period of action that can not be
performed individually. Action primitives are components of
actions and actions are components of activities as well. For
example, “left leg forward” is an action primitive, whereas
“running” is an action. “Jumping hurdles” is an activity that
contains starting, jumping and running actions.
In general, action classification is performed at the first two
levels. Many different action classes are unavoidable in
sharing similar or same action primitives. This largely in-
creases the difficulty to distinguish different classes. However,
action classification at primitive level is also impractical. The
reason is that there are innumerable action primitives due to
the flexibility of human movement. Moreover, different action
classes may be composed by different numbers of action
primitives, which is not suitable to perform uniform pre-
processing for all action classes. To solve this problem, we
define sub-action instead of action primitive. Sub-action is
also a small period of action, but it is not previously defined or
fixed for each action classes. Sub-action is segmented ac-
cording to a certain action automatically. All the action classes
to be classified will have same number of sub-actions. This
approach can not only solve the problem mentioned above but
also be faster, more flexible and adaptive.
In computer vision field, the Bag-of-Words model (BoWs
model) can be applied to image classification, by treating
image features as words. In document classification, a bag of
words is a sparse vector of occurrence counts of words, that is,
a sparse histogram over the vocabulary. In the field of com-
puter vision, a bag of visual words is a vector of occurrence
counts of a vocabulary of local image features. To represent an
image using BoWs model, an image can be treated as a
document. Similarly, “words” in images need to be defined
too. To achieve this, three steps are usually included:
1. Feature detection;
2. Feature description;
3. Codebook generation.
A definition of the BoWs model can be the “histogram
representation based on various features”.
As shown in Fig. 4, first local features are extracted from
action videos. The videos are then treated as volumes of visual
words. To extract sub-actions, we chop the volumes into small
clips according to the intensity of actions. Distances between
clips are accumulated. Then segment the accumulated distance
into equal parts, i.e., the sub-actions. Sequential histograms
are created for each action respectively to describe the action.
Before classification, similarity between sub-actions in the
same sub-section is figured out with training data. These
similarities can be regarded as weights for voting. Meanwhile
Fig. 4. Framework of our approach. Firstly, videos are transformed into volumes of visual words. Secondly, a two-stage segmentation is conducted. Stage-1 chop
volumes into clips according to the density of words, stage-2 divide accumulated distance between clips into equal parts. Thirdly, normal classification is done to
each sub-section respectively and results are recorded as cj. Finally, the final result is decided by a voting process.
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pre-classification accuracy. After sub-section classification, a
vote scheme is conducted finally. Category of a test instance A
is decided by the equation below:
A¼max
i2C
XNs
j¼1
uj

i;cj

sj

cj

; ð1Þ
where C denotes all the possible categories, Ns represents the
number of sub-sections, cj denotes A's sub-classification result
in sub-section j and uj(i,cj) is the weight of the jth sub-action
belonging to class i when it is classified to sub-class cj. The
last sj(cj) stands for the saliency of the jth sub-action. The
instancewill be classified to the category with the highest score.
3. Action segmentation
Our approach takes advantage of local spatio-temporal fea-
tures to represent actions. After extracting local features into
visual words from video sequence, we conduct a two-stage
segmentation to avoid acquiring inequality sub-actions caused
by the scale, range, rate or other individual difference betweenFig. 5. Extraction oactors. Optimal segmentation could narrow the classification
and disambiguate similar sub-actions occur at different relative
time. We briefly introduce the visual words extraction approach
in Subsection 3.1, and in Subsection 3.2, our segmentation
approach to acquire sub-actions is presented.3.1. Visual words extractionAs shown in Fig. 5, local feature based representation is
widely used in human action analysis for its resistant to clutters
and noise. Firstly, Spatial-Temporal Interest Points (STIPs) are
detected, small cuboid is extracted around each interest point.
Then descriptors are generated to represent local information.
There are many different local detectors and descriptors being
proposed. Since the average length of sub-action is short, our
approach avoid using those detecting approaches which are too
sparse. Dense detector [18,25] is among good choices. Specif-
ically, the cuboid detector proposed by Dollar et al. [4] and the
scale-invariant detector proposed by Willems et al. [25]. Dol-
lar's descriptor is used in our experiment.
Typically, Dollar [4] proposed an alternative spatio-
temporal feature detector for action recognition. Thef visual words.
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regards the spatial and temporal dimensions in different ways.
In [4], to extract the STIPs from video sequence I, the
response function is given by:
R¼ ðI*g*hevenÞ2 þ ðI*g*hoddÞ2; ð2Þ
where g(x,y,s) is the 2D Gaussian smoothing kernal, applied
along the spatial dimensions, and heven,hodd are a quadrature
pair of 1D Gabor filters applied temporally which are repre-
sented as:Fig. 6. The key images of “answer phone” acted by two actors. (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (
the start and end of the video. In the first section, actions change from (a) to (b), bot
phones are taken closer. In the third section (c) to (d), actors open the clamshell phon
to (f), actors listen to the phones. Both final sections are longer because actors mo8>><
>>:
hevenðt;t;uÞ ¼ cosð2ptuÞe
t2
t2
hoddðt;t;uÞ ¼ sinð2ptuÞe
t2
t2
: ð3Þ
In Equation (3), u represents the underline frequency of
cosine in the Gabor filter. When u¼4/t, the number of pa-
rameters in the response function R in Equation (2) is reduced
to two: s, t, corresponding roughly to the spatial and temporal
scale of the detector.f) correspond to six segmenting points A, B, C, D, E, F in Fig. 7. (a) and (f) are
h actors' hands go forward to get the phone. In the second section (b) to (c), the
es. In the forth section (d) to (e), actors raise the phones. In the final section (e)
ve little.
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word dictionary and each feature descriptor is assigned to the
closest word in the vocabulary. Finally, as shown in Fig. 5, a
video with N frames is described as a sequence of frames with
visual words:
video¼ ½f1; f2;…; fN ; ð4Þ
where,
fi ¼ ½w1i ;w2i ;…;wni ; ð5Þ
wni represents the nth visual word in the ith frame.3.2. Sub-action segmentationTo segment actions efficiently, we should achieve two
goals. First, ensure the sub-actions in the same sub-section of
the same action class are of the same type, ignoring the speed
differences between actors. Second, all sub-actions should
capture enough motion information for classification. The
two-stage segmentation can reach the above goals nicely,
which is detailed below.
3.2.1. Chop clips
In first segmentation stage, the entire video is chopped into
normalized clips with approximately equal numbers of feature
points. The kth clip ends up in the xk th frame, xk should satisfy
the equation below:
Xxk1
i¼1
ni<
 XN
i¼1
ni
!
k=Nc 
Xxk
i¼1
ni; ð6Þ
where Nc is the clip number.
Here we use point density to chop clips for further seg-
mentation instead of using number of frames to ensure there is
enough motion information in all clips. Generally, dense
feature points infer strenuous action. The intensity of the ac-
tion may be changed over the entire action process. Some of
the action primitives maybe moderate, so there could be few
interesting points in these frames and result in insufficient
information. Moreover, it also balances the speed difference
between different actors or actions. We compute a histogram
of spatial-temporal word occurrence for each video clip, the
kth clip is described as:
hk ¼ hist

w
w2fj;xk1< j< xk: ð7Þ
3.2.2. Segment sub-actions
In second segmentation stage, motion range is calculated to
segment sub-actions. The motion range is measured with c2
distance between neighbor clips. The distance from clip i to
clip j is:
distði; jÞ ¼
Xj1
k¼i
c2ðhk;hkþ1Þ: ð8ÞThen accumulated distance of the whole action is divided
into equal parts and the motion range of sub-actions is figured
out:
T ¼ distð1;NcÞ=Ns; ð9Þ
where Ns represents the number of sub-actions. T is used as the
threshold to segment clip series. In fact, the distance between
clips infers not only the range of motion, but also the changing
extent of the action primitives' type. Finally, the sub-actions
are segmented by the equation below:
distði; jÞ  T <distði; jþ 1Þ; ð10Þ
where i, j are the beginning and ending clips of the sub-
section. A stable segmentation over classes is achieved by
concatenating the adjacent clips together.
A segmentation example is illustrated in Fig. 6, and the
corresponding accumulated distance curves are shown in
Fig. 7. By segmenting action like this, we can eliminate speed
and range differences between instances. Therefore, for a
certain class, same sub-actions could be basically segmented
to the same sub-section ignoring the delicate length difference
between instance. Sequential BoWs is formed for each sub-
action respectively for weight calculation and sequential
classification. All segmentation steps are shown in Algorithm
1. The algorithm focuses on sub-action segmentation to ach-
ieve equally distribution among different sections.
4. Sub-classification and voting
A pre-classification using training data is conducted to
figure out the weight and salience value for each sub-action.
The weight shows the sub-action's discrimination with other
Fig. 7. Example of accumulated c2 distance changing over time. (a) represents the upper actor in Fig. 6 and (b) represents the lower one. The accumulated distance
curves are similar although they are acted by different actor and rate. B, C, D, E are four equal segmenting points. Their corresponding images are shown in Fig. 6.
At each point, the actions are almost executed to the same ratio.
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importance within it's own class.4.1. Weight calculationSimilar sub-actions may occur in the same sub-section of
different classes, hence the result of direct voting would be
poor. The pre-classification result M(i,k) represents the per-
centage of sub-class i be classified to sub-class k. If the jth sub-
action is classified as sub-class k, the probability for this sub-
action belonging to class i is calculated below:
ujði; kÞ ¼ P

i
cj ¼ k¼ Mjði;kÞP
l2CMjðl;kÞ
ð11Þ
This value can be regarded as weight to eliminate the am-
biguity between sub-classes. The difference between weights
shows the dissimilarity between sub-classes. The smaller the
difference is, the higher the similarity shows. Similar sub-
actions give approximately equal increase to their own cate-
gory during voting, so the classification result is barely changed.4.2. Saliency calculationThe salience value for each sub-action is figured out to
differ the importance of each sub-action within the class. In
some sub-section, sub-actions are at low similarity so the
classification accuracy would be high. We assign high salience
scores to sub-actions in such sub-sections. While for some
other sub-sections with large ambiguity, classification may be
hard. To reduce the effect of these sub-sections, low salience
scores are assigned. For a single category, we can figure out its
classification accuracy in each sub-section via training sets.
But at the testing time, we can not ensure the category for an
action, so an average value is used as below:
sjðkÞ ¼
X
l2C
Mjðl; lÞPNs
i¼1Miðl; lÞ
ujðl;kÞ ð12Þ
Fig. 9 shows an example of calculated salience maps for
UT-Interaction scene-1, scene-2 and the difference between
them. To each column, the salience value is proportional to the
sub-action's distinctiveness. For example the first column
Fig. 8. Examples in datasets, from top to down are UT-Interaction scene 1, UT-Interaction scene 2 and Rochester.
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But to the fourth column (point), the whole process is quite
different from other actions, so its salience is evenly distrib-
uted. Although the environment of the two scenes is different,
their salience maps are quite similar. The salience ranges from
0 to 1, and the average difference between them is 0.1777.
Except the red grid on the right top of (c) caused by overact in
scene-2, most difference is less than 0.2. This means our
segmentation and salience calculation approach is robust to
the inner-class variation and environmental change.
Finally, category of a test instance is decided by the
multiplication of those two scores Equation (11), (12) calcu-
lated above. By combining these two weights, the effect of
ambiguous sub-actions in the same sub-section is weakened,
the salient points at temporal dimension are stressed. We can
focus the classification on the distinguishing action parts
rather than being confused by those similar parts.
5. Experiments and discussions
In this section, the proposed classification approach is
implemented and evaluated on two challenging datasets, UT-
Interaction [18] and Rochester [14]. Fig. 8 shows some
actions from these two datasets. We compare our results to
state-of-the-art classification approaches and confirm the ad-
vantages of our approach to distinguish similar actions.The segmented version of the UT-Interaction dataset con-
tains videos of six types of human actions [3]. All besides
“pointing” are interactive activities and are performed by two
actors. There are two sets in the dataset performed in different
environment (Fig. 8 (a) and (b)). One is relatively simple,
which is taken in a parking lot. The other is more complex
with moving trees in the background. Each activity is repeated
for 10 times per set by different actors, so there are totally 120
videos. The videos are taken with camera jitters and/or pass-
erby and have been tested by several state-of-the-art ap-
proaches [11,17]. Rochester dataset contains 150 videos of 10
types of actions. Each category is performed by five actors,
repeated for three times in the same scenario. The inter-class
ambiguities of these two datasets are both large.
We use the cuboid feature detector [4] as local STIPs de-
tector for its simplicity, fastness and generality [22]. A 100-
dimensional Dollar's gradient descriptor [4] and a 640-
dimensional 3D-SIFT descriptor [21] are used respectively
to describe the STIP-centered cuboids. Other feature detectors
and descriptors can also be used to acquire features. For both
datasets, the cuboid size is w ¼ h ¼ 1 pixels, t ¼ 2 frames,
threshold is 0.0002 when using gradient descriptor. When
using 3D-SIFT, w ¼ h ¼ 2 pixels, t ¼ 3 frames, the threshold
is 0.0001. After extracting features from videos, k-means
clustering is used to transform them into visual words. For
UT-Interaction dataset, the cluster numbers in two sceneries
Fig. 9. Salience maps calculated on UT-Interaction scene-1, scene-2 and the difference between them. Each grid represents a sub-action's salience. The horizontal
axis represents different classes, from left to right are “shake hands”, “hug”, “kick”, “point”, “punch”, and “push”. The vertical axis represents sub-actions align by
time.
Fig. 10. Confusion matrices for scene-1 of UT-Interaction (upper) and Rochester (lower) are shown in row one and row two. From left to right, BoWs, sequential
BoWs with 3D-SIFT descriptor and sequential BoWs with gradient descriptor. K is the cluster number.
134 H. Liu et al. / CAAI Transactions on Intelligence Technology 1 (2016) 125e136are 90 and 140. The cluster number in Rochester is 900.
Classification is conducted using 1-NN since the performance
of SVM and 1-NN is quite close [22] while 1-NN is faster.
During the segmentation, we use c2 distance to measure
motion range. The clip numberNc and the sub-action numberNs
are decided by iteration tests. Nc is a bit smaller than the framenumber of the shortest video, Ns is associated to the action's
complexity.We setNc¼ 140,Ns¼ 90 for UT-Interaction scnene-
1,Nc¼ 120,Ns¼ 90 for UT-Interaction scnene-2, andNc¼ 150,
Ns ¼ 20 for Rochester. Although the average video length of
Rochester is longer than that of UT-Interaction, the actions are
slow and some moments are even motionless, so the sub-action
135H. Liu et al. / CAAI Transactions on Intelligence Technology 1 (2016) 125e136number of Rochester is smaller. Pre-classification is done in the
training set to figure out the weight and salience. The leave-one-
sequence-out cross validation setting is used in all experiments.
All confusion matrices are the average of 10 runs since k-means
clustering is randomly initialized.
Confusion matrices of UT-Interaction scene-1 and Rochester
are shown in Fig. 10. In each column, our sequential BoWs
approach using different descriptors is compared with Dollar's
original BoWs. The result of our approach is much better than
original BoWs.OnUT-Interaction scene-1, errors among “kick”,
“punch” and “push” are most obvious in Fig. 10 (a). These three
actions share a lot of same sub-actions. Moreover their unique
sub-actions (stick out one's arms/leg to conduct a hit/push) are
not only short but also alike to each other. Original BoWs model
does not have the ability to capture their differences. Our
approach can highlight their difference and solve this problem in
an extent. On Rochester dataset, the results of “lookup in phone
book”, “peel banana” and “use silverware” are unsatisfactory.
Our approach can decrease those errors since temporal structure
and salient parts are especially considered.
Table 1 compares the classification accuracy of our
approach with state-of-the-arts on UT-Interaction and
Rochester. Cluster number K is given to indicate the
complexity of those approaches as there is no unified com-
parison approach. “K” is proportional to the algorithm's
dimensionality reduction ability. In our approach, Gradient
descriptor [4] shows better results on UT-Interaction scene-2
and Rochester than 3D-SIFT because it extracts more feature
points to describe the sub-actions more sufficiently. On UT-
Interaction scene-1, our result is comparable to [11,17]; but
manifest a faster computational speed. Noting that [11] fo-
cuses on the spatial structure between visual words, hence it
can be combined with our approach. Approach in [17] aims at
action prediction, and it conducts a iterate segment matching
between classes and is inefficient to action classification. On
both UT-Interaction scene-2 and Rochester datasets, our
approach shows the best performance.
6. Conclusions
The typical Bag-of-Words (BoWs) model ignore the spatial
and temporal structure information of visual words, which
brings ambiguities among similar actions. In order to deal with
it, in this paper, we present a novel approach called sequential
BoWs for efficient human action classification. It reduces the
ambiguity between classes sharing similar sub-actions andTable 1
Comparing proposed approach with state-of-the-arts.
Method Scene 1/K Scene 2/K Rochester/K
Dollar et al. [4] 58.67%/800 53.33%/800 75.40%/800
Sun and Liu [23] 82.67%/120 79.22%/120 e
Ryoo [17] 88.00%/800 77.00%/800 e
Ryoo et al. [18] e e 80.00%/4000
Messing et al. [14] e e 89.00%/400
Liu et al. [11] 95.00%/450 86.67%/450 88.00%/500
Ours (3D-SIFT) 92.17%/90 85.83%/140 88.13%/900
Ours (gradient) 90.33%/90 91.83%/140 92.40%/900captures the action's temporal sequential structure by seg-
menting the action into pieces.
Each sub-action has a tiny movement within a narrow range
of action. Then the sequential BoWs are created, in which
each sub-action is assigned with a certain weight and salience
to highlight the distinguishing sections. It is noted that the
weight and salience are figured out in advance according to the
sub-actions discrimination evaluated by training data. Salient
pieces are stressed by assigning them higher weight and
salience. Finally, those sub-actions are used for classification
respectively, and voting for united result. Since our approach
does not operate on the descriptors directly, it can be com-
bined with many mid-level descriptors. In experiments, the
proposed approach is compared with the state-of-the-arts on
two challenging datasets, UT-interaction and Rochester data-
sets. The results demonstrate its higher robustness and accu-
racy over most state-of-the-art classification approaches
especially on complex datasets with cluttered backgrounds and
inter-class action ambiguities.
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